Deep brain stimulation in the globus pallidus to treat dystonia: electrophysiological characteristics and 2 years' follow-up in 10 patients.
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) was applied in the internal segment of the globus pallidus (GPi) to treat dystonia in 10 patients. One year after surgery the Burke-Fahn-Marsden movement scores were significantly lower than preoperative values (P=0.01). Two years after surgery the mean decrease reached 65% (P=0.001) with no motor symptoms worsening. Single unity activity was recorded in the operating room: GPi cells discharged with tonic (n=19; 29%), irregular (n=32; 48%), or burst-like activity (n=15; 23%) and fired with a mean discharge rate of 39 Hz+/-22. Some neurons demonstrated an oscillatory activity with periods lasting several seconds. Pairs of pallidal cells (n=8) recorded simultaneously displayed discharge synchronization. Movement modulated 64.4% of the cells tested, with increases in firing in 89% of cells and decreases in firing in 10% of cells. GPi cells responded to flexion and extension movements and to several passive manipulations indicating an important sensory role in dystonia. GPi neurons fired in advance of the electromyography (EMG) when the surface EMG was recorded simultaneously with the neuronal activity. Spectral analysis of the co-contracting muscles during dystonia demonstrated prominent high peaks at a low frequency band (20 Hz) during involuntary and voluntary movements. The high amplitude EMG profile recorded at rest diminished to very low values with GPi stimulation, allowing an ease of voluntary contractions. We conclude that DBS in the GPi is a reliable surgical technique for dystonia. GPi cells discharge with distinct electrophysiological characteristics that may explain some of the symptoms in dystonia. EMG recording in the operating room helps to determine which DBS contacts produce the best benefit.